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Structure

ized cotton (6720 yd/lb; Yarn Barn of
Kansas), #5096 Cerise, 74 yd; #8266
Christmas Green, 37 yd; #5193 Garnet, 37 yd.

Twill.

Equipment
4-shaft loom, 20" weaving width; 10dent reed; 3 shuttles, 6 bobbins.

Yarns
Warp: 5/2 pearl cotton (2,000 yd/lb;
UKI, Halcyon), #132 Red Hot, 696 yd;
#107 Melon, 672 yd; #106 Persian
Green, 32 yd.
Weft: 5/2 pearl cotton, #132 Red Hot,
621 yd; #107 Melon, 371 yd; #114 Indies Orange, 127 yd; 16/2 unmercer-

Other Supplies
Sewing thread.

Warp Length
352 ends 4 yd long (includes 2 ends
for floating selvedges; allows about
5" for take-up, 30" for loom waste).

Setts
Warp: 20 epi (2/dent in a 10-dent
reed).

Weft: Towel 1: 19 ppi; Towel 2: 18 ppi;
Towel 3: 20 ppi; Towel 4: 20 ppi; towel
hems: 22 ppi.

Dimensions
Width in the reed: 17¾"
Woven length (measured under
tension on the loom): 108¾" (Towel
1: 27¼", Towel 2: 28", Towel 3: 26¾",
Towel 4: 26¾". Towel measurements
include 1½" at each end for hems.)
Finished size after washing: Towel 1:
23" × 16"; Towel 2: 23¼" × 16";
Towel 3: 23" × 16"; Towel 4: 22¾" ×
15¾" (Towel measurements include
½" hems at each end.)
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A gamp can be an invaluable design
tool. For this project I used a gamp to
help determine what threading I wanted to use for a set of tea towels.
gamp is a sampler in which different
design elements (color, structure,
texture, etc.) are threaded in sections across
a warp, usually separated by a narrow
contrasting stripe. The gamp I used to
design these tea towels (at right) is woven
as drawn in, matching treadling and weft
colors to those in the threading, including
the contrasting separators. I selected five
different twills—straight, point, broken,
advancing and bird’s eye—to test the design
potential of a six-dark, six-light color-andweave order. Because I wanted a more
consistent look for each towel than the
gamp threading would provide, I planned
to rethread the entire warp in the twill
variation.
After weaving the gamp, I laid it on my
kitchen island and walked around it,
examining the motifs created when all the
twills were woven with themselves and
with each other in the 6/6 color rotation.
My favorite was the advancing twill
woven with itself. Unfortunately, the floats
made it unsuitable for towels in this yarn,
but I foresee a beautiful scarf in finer
threads at a firm twill sett.
As I continued studying the gamp from
all angles, some of the motifs started to
resemble little stylized teapots or even
steaming tea cups The point twill threading seemed to produce the most interesting of these, so that was my choice for the
towels.
Gamps also allow sampling of yarns,
setts, and colors, and after finishing this
one, I decided that the green selvedge
stripes added nothing to the design and
actually emphasized any selvedge
irregularities, so I eliminated them. I
redesigned the threading to space the
green stripes evenly, and I decided to
increase the sett from 18 to 20 epi for a
firmer cloth.
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For the fourth towel, I decided to
change things up and switched the Melon
yarn for a brighter orange called Indies
Orange. I also started the treadling
pattern with the red versus the orange.
For color-and-weave effects, a motif can
change dramatically when either color
order or lift order is altered. While this
towel is attractive, the color-and-weave
effect is muddled—a less in what can
happen when new variables are introduced.
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Wind 350 ends 5 yards long, using the
color sequence indicated in the draft,
Figure 1. Warp the loom in your preferred
method. Sley 2-dent in a 10-dent reed
centered for 17½”. Using Red Hot pearl
cotton, cut two floating selvedges 4
yards long, thread through the next
empty dent on each side and hang them
off the back beam with weights.
Start Towel 1 (bird’s eye) by weaving 34
picks of tabby (1½”) with the 16/2 unmercerized cotton in Cerise. Then weave
the twill pattern and color rotation as
shown in Figure 1 for about 24¼”, ending

with the Red Hot stripe. Enter Red Hot
and Melon shuttles from opposite sides,
carrying inactive wefts up the selvedge.
This is a 12-pick repeat for both color
order and structure. Finish by weaving
1½” tabby with the 16/2 Cerise, then
weaving two picks of tabby in a contrasting color of thicker yarn to separate towels.

3
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Weave Towel 2 (point twill), starting with
1½” tabby hem in 16/2 Christmas Green.
Weave according to Figure 1 carrying
inactive wefts up the selvedge as before
for about 24³⁄₈”. End with Red Hot stripe.
This is a 12-pick repeat (6 for structure, 12
for color order). Weave a 1½” tabby hem
in 16/2 Christmas Green and weave in
two picks of contrasting yarn as before.
Continue in same manner for Towel 3
(straight twill), weaving hems with 16/2
cotton in Garnet and following color
order in Figure 1. This is a 12-pick repeat
(4 structure, 12 color).
Before weaving Towel 4 (broken twill),
re-tie the treadles according to Figure 2.
(This keeps the treadling and color rotation intact, and is easier to treadle. This
towel also substitutes the Indies Orange
weft for the Melon to illustrate the im-
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pact of adding a third color and starts
the color rotation with Red Hot vs. Indies
Orange.) Weave according Figure 2. This
is a 24-pick repeat (8 structure, 12 color).
Use Cerise 16/2 for the hems.

6
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After weaving the last towel, weave in 4
picks of waste yarn to protect the end.
Cut towels from loom and machine zigzag the raw edges and on both sides of
the scrap yarn.
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←cont'd
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Machine-wash towel fabric in warm
water on short cycle. Machine dry on
low until slightly damp. Hard press on
cotton setting with steam.

←cont'd

Towel 1
38x

floating selvedge
5/2 pearl cotton, 132 Red Hot
5/2 pearl cotton, 107 Melon
5/2 pearl cotton, 106 Persian Green
16/2 unmercerized cotton, #5096 Cerise
16/2 unmercerized cotton, #8266 Christmas Green
16/2 unmercerized cotton, # 5193 Garnet

When dry, cut apart along the contrasting thread cutting lines. Turn hems
under twice, leaving ½” visible hem, and
stitch by hand or machine.

17x
17x

2. Towel 4 tie-up and treadling

5/2 pearl cotton, #132 Red Hot
5/2 pearl cotton, # 114 Indies Orange
5/2 pearl cotton, #106 Persian Green
16/2 unmercerized cotton, #5096 Cerise
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Towel 2
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Towel 3

Towel 4
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